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This invention relaies to a collapsible tent shelter and 
more particularly to a tent shelter provided with a unitary 
main support frame having an inner frame pivotally ex 
pandable therefrom and selectively collapsible thereagainst 
for storage and portage purposes. 
A need has existed for a collapsible tent shelter which 

could be used for hunting, ice fishing, or even as a portable 
bath house when clothing changes are required at the 
beach. Many types of shelter structures have been de 
veloped in the prior art, but none have provided an integral 
structure having a main support frame against which the 
remaining portions of the tent shelter support structure 
are selectively collapsible and foldable for storage or port 
age purposes. In addition, none of the devices of the prior 
art provide a tent shelter structure wherein its component 
parts are collapsible against the main Support means by 
use of appropriate interconnecting link arms that form an 
integral part of the Support structure. Furthermore, a 
need has existed in the field for a tent shelter which is 
collapsible through the use of suitable link arms in such a 
manner that the flexibie tent covering acts as a storage 
wrapper when the tent shelter is in its collapsed position. 
Another need has existed for an easily fabricated collapsi 
ble tent shelter which does not require independent lock 
ing or bracing means in use and which is foldably col 
lapsible without dismantling any of the components of 
the tent structure. 

it is therefore an object of this invention to provide a 
collapsible tent shelter having a main support frame from 
which all other components of the shelter structure are 
selectively extendable or collapsible. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a collapsi 
le feat shelter having a main frame provided with link 

arms pivotally interconnecting the main frame with all 
other structural corponents of the tent shelter. 

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 
collapsible tent shelter frame structure which is pivotally 
expandable and lockable to stretch the associated flexible 
cover means into a tent shelter. 
A further object of this invention is to provide a co 

lapsible tent shelter which is selectively collapsible in such 
a manner that the flexible cover means may be utilized as 
a foldable wrapper for storage or portage of the entire 
tent shelter. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide col 
iapsible tent shelter having frame support components 
which are selectively collapsible in such a manner the as 
sociated fiexible cover means are in part automatically 
folded about the main support frame for storage purposes. 
A still further object of this invention is to provide a 

collapsible tent shelter having pivotally interconnected 
inner frame merinbers and flexible cover means which are 
Selectively expandable and lockable against a tubular 
integrally formed main frame to provide a tent shelter. 
Yet anether object of this invention is to provide a 

collapsible tent shelter wherein the inner support frame 
is pivotally collapsible within the outer periphery of the 
inhain Support frame. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a simple 
trouble-free structure capable of high production and eco 
nomical maintenance. 

Other objects and advantages found in the construction 
of my invention will be apparent from a consideration 
of the following specification in connection with the ap 
pended claims and the accompanying drawings. 
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In the drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of the novel collapsi 

ble tent shelter in its fully extended use position illustrat 
ing the relative positioning of the vertical main support 
frame, the link arms, the tubular. U-frames, and the flexi 
be cover means. 
F1GURE 2 is a schematic side view of the collapsible 

ient shelter illustrating the relative positioning of the 
cornponents of the invention when the tent is in its fully 
extended use position. - 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic side view of the collapsible 

tent shelter illustrating the intermediate relative position 
ing of the components of the invention when the tent is 
being collapsed by urging the ends of the roof support 
U-frame upwardly which in turn pivotally retracts the 
other frame cemponents upwardly. 
FIGURE 4 is a schematic side view of the collapsible 

tent shelter illustrating the relative positioning of the com 
p6Enents of the invention with the seat. U-frame and seat 
Support U-frame retracted against the main support frame 
and the roof support U-frame being folded downwardly. 
FiGURE 5 is a top schematic view of the collapsed 

tent shelter illustrating the flexible tent covering with its 
collapsed side portions stretched outwardly. 
FIGURE 6 is a top view of the collapsed tent shelter 

illustrating the side portions of the flexible cover means 
folded upon the frame and secured for storage. or trans 
port. 
FIGURE 7 is a perspective view of a modification 

of the invention adapted for use in a boat, or upon, a 
pre-existing seat, tree-stump, and the like. 

General Description 
in general, a collapsible tent shelter is provided having 

flexible cover means in association with a metal frame 
Structure which is pivotally expandable and lockable to 
stretch the flexible cover means into a tent shelter. The 
flexibie cover means co-act with the various components 
of the tent shelter frame structure to lockably maintain 
the collapsible tent shelter in its expanded use position, 
as desired. m 

The metal frame structure consists of a main back sup 
pgrt frame which is pivotally connected to the inner frame 
which may be selectively collapsed within the outer periph 
ery of the main support frame for storage or transport 
pirpoSeS. 
The flexible cover means are connected to the collapsi 

ble frame components so as to permit free selective col 
iapse of those frame components while permitting the 
selective folding of the flexible cover means as a wrap 
per or cover for the collapsed frame components. As the 
description proceeds, it will become apparent that the 
flexible cover means are automatically folded in part upon 
Selective collapse of the tent shelter frame components. 
When the tent shelter frame components are in their fully 
collapsed position, the roof and floor portions of the 
flexible cover means are automatically positioned in their 
folded "Wrap' or storage positions. The side walls of 
the collapsed tent shelter may then be selectively folded 
around the collapsed frame to complete the “wrap' or stor 
age process. 

It is thus seen that a novel and highly utilitarian col 
lapsible tent shelter is provided which requires a mini 
mum of inconvenience to the sportsman. No independent 
locking arris or links are required to retain the tent shelter 
in its expanded use position. Additional utility is achieved 
by the fact that the tent shelter frame is collapsible in 
Such a manner that the flexible cover means are easily 
utilized as a wrapper for the collapsed tent structure for 
Storage or transport purposes. No additional.independent 
bags or cases are required. It will be further seen as the 
description becomes more specific that the use of a unitary 
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main support frame against which all other components 
of the tent structure are pivotally foldable creates a unique 
collapsible tent shelter which permits full utilization of 
the flexible cover means in the collapsed as well as the 
fully expanded use position. 

Specific Description 
The collapsible tent shelter 11 is shown in its fully ex 

panded use position in FIGURE 1. The flexible cover 
means 12 have been stretch-formed to provide a substan 
tially rectangular shelter. The flexible cover means 12 
may consist of joined panels of canvas, plastic, or any 
type of plastic impregnated cloth which is easily fold 
abie in use. Suitable vents or viewing panels may be 
provided in the flexible cover means 12 of the collapsible 
tent shelter 11, as desired. 
A main unitary substantially rectangular frame 3 is 

provided to act as the central support element of the 
collapsible tent shelter 11. The preferred embodiment 
of the main support frame 13 consists of tubular all 
minum stock which has been formed into an integral 
rectangular configuration. The flexible cover means 12 
are attached over the main tubular frame 13 by use of 
tabs 14. In this position, the tubular main unitary frame 
13 defines the rear wall portion 15 of the collapsible tent 
shelter 11 when the flexible cover means 2 are stretched 
over the tubular main frame 13. 
An inner frame is provided consisting of a roof Sup 

port U-frame 16, link arms 19, 20, 26, seat U-frame 21, 
and seat support U-frame 23. 
The roof support tubular U-frame 16 is marginally con 

nected to the flexible cover means 12. The roof sup 
port U-frame 16 is preferably constructed from tubular 
aluminum stock. The central portion of the roof Sup 
port U-frame 16 has the outer edge 17 of the roof por 
tion 18 of the fiexible cover means 12 lapped and 
hemmed therearound, as shown in FIGURE 1. The 
ends of the roof-support U-frame 16 are pivotally con 
nected to the ends of link arms 9 and 20 at point A. 

For purposes of simplicity, one side of the tent struc 
ture frame is described herein. It is understood that 
the frame structure is symmetrical and thus duplicated 
on the other side. Thus, all links arms are in duplicate 
parallel spaced-apart relationship. -- 

Link arm 19 is pivotally connected at its other end 
to the tubular main frame 13. Link arm 20 is pivotal 
ly connected at its other end to the corner of the seat 
U-frame 21 at point B, as shown in FIGURE 1. The 
ends of the seat U-frame 21 are pivotally connected to 
the tubular main frame 13 so that the seat U-frame 21 
is foldable upwardly against the tubular main frame 3. 
The seat U-frame 21 is also constructed from tubular 
aluminum stock and is provided with a canvas or plas 
tic seat portion 22. It is within the scope of the in 
vention to also form the seat portion from a metal screen, 
board, or cane member affixed to the seat U-frame. 
A seat support U-frame 23 is pivotally connected at 

its ends to the corners of the seat U-frame 21 at point 
B. The central portion of the seat support U-frame 23 
is marginally connected to the flexible cover means 12 
by having the outer edge 24 of the floor portion 25 of 
the flexible cover means 12 lapped and hemmed there 
around, as shown in FIGURE 1. The preferred em 
bodiment of the seat support U-frame 23 is constructed 
from tubular aluminum stock. 

Link arm 26 is pivotally connected at one end to the 
lower portion of the main support frame 13 and at its 
other end to the leg of the seat support U-frame 23. It 
is again pointed out that link arms 19, 20 and 26 are 
duplicated on the other side of the tent support struc 
ture which is not shown in the drawings. These link 
arms are constructed from flat aluminum stock. 
A stabilizing rod 27 is provided at point B from one 

corner of the seat U-frame 23 to the other. As shown 
in FIGURE 1, anchor rods 28 are provided in pockets 
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29 located at the botton edges of the side portions 39 
of flexible cover means 42. These anchor rods 23 main 
tain proper alignment and stability of the tent side wall 
portions 39 in use and during folding operations. 

It is within the scope of the invention to construct the 
various components of the tent structure from any suit 
able lightweight material, such as plastic or metal alloy. 
Although it has not been shown in the drawings, it is 

contemplated to be within the scope of the invention to 
utilize suitable flap covers to fully enclose the collapsible 
tent shelter when in its use position if it is so desired. 
This is desirable if the shelter is to be used for ice fish 
iing purposes. 
A suitable strap or belt 31 is provided to retain the 

collapsible tent shelter in its "wrapped' or folded stor 
age position, as shown in FIGURE 6. 
A modification of the invention, shown in FIGURE 7, 

is intended for use in boats or on tree stumps and the 
like, where suitable seating conditions already exist. A 
shorter rectangular main unitary support frame 32 is 
provided and flexible cover means are attached there 
over by use of tabs 14. An integrally formed rectangu 
lar seat frame 33 is foldably attached to the lower por 
tion of the main support frame 32 by use of ring con 
nectors 34. A suitable seat panel 35 is provided across 
the seat frame 33. 

Link arms 36 and 37 are pivotally connected at one 
of their ends to the main support frame 32 and seat 
frame 33, respectively. A roof support U-frame 33 is 
pivotally connected at its ends to the other ends of the 
link arms 36 and 37 at point C. The central portion 
of the roof support U-frame 38 has the outer edge of 
the roof portion of the flexible cover means lapped and 
hemmed thereover. The basic operation of the modifi 
cation is fundamentally the same as the preferred em 
bodiment of the invention, i.e. the seat frame 33 folds 
upwardly against the main support frame 32 and the 
roof support U-frame 38 then folds downwardly over 
the seat frame 33. 

- - , Operation 

In operation, the preferred embodiment of the col 
lapsible tent shelter 11 may be fully expanded into its 
normal use position as shown in FIGURE. i. The metal 
frame structure is pivotally expandable and lockable to 
stretch the flexible cover means into fixed taut relation 
ship over the frame structure. In this position the roof 
support U-frame 6 is held in place by the co-acting re 
lationship of ink arms 19 and 20 with the ends of the 
roof support U-frame 16. In its use position, the roof 
support U-frame 16 is located slightly past "dead cen 
ter” at point A in relation to the tension between the 
flexible cover means 12 and the entire expanded tent 
frame structure. This locks the tent shelter frame into 
its use position. The seat U-frame 21 which pivotally 
extends from the main support frame 13 is maintained 
and partially supported in its horizontal use position by 
the co-action of link arm 20, link arm 26, the seat Sup 
port U-frame 23 and the flexible cover means 12. 
As shown schematically in FIGURE 2, the tent frame 

structure is fully expanded to stretch the flexible cover 
means into a substantially rectangular box-like shelter. 

In order to collapse the tent shelter 11, the ends of 
the roof support U-frame 16 are pushed upwardly be 
yond the “dead center' lock position at point A. This 
intermediate collapsed position is shown schematically in 
the side view of FIGURE 3. With the upward move 
ment of the legs of the roof support U-frame 16, the 
link arm 19 is foidably pivoted upward toward the main 
support frame. The link arm 20 is automatically lifted 
upwardly and rearwardly and, in turn, foldably lifts the 
seat U-frame 2. The seat support U-frame 23 and 
link arm 26 are also automatically lifted upwardly and 
rearwardly. It should be noted in FIGURE 3 that as 

75 the seat support U-frame 23 is being retracted upwardly 
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and rearwardly, the floor portion 25 of the flexible cover 
means 12 automatically is pulled along. 

This simultaneous pivotal movement of these frame 
components upwardly to fold back against and within 
the outer periphery of the main support frame i3 is 
made possible due to the pivotal link construction of the 
tent shelter. 
As shown in FiGURE 4, the roof support U-frame 16 

is then folded downwardly over the aforementioned col 
lapsed components of the tent shelter. The roof portion 
18 of the flexible cover means 2 is thus automatically 
folded downwardly because it is marginally affixed to the 
roof support U-frame 16. 
A top view of the collapsed tent shelter 11 is shown in 

FIGURE 5 to illustrate the relative collapsed positions 
of the roof support U-frame 6, the seat J-frame 23, 
and the seat support U-frame 23. For purposes of clarity, 
the link arms and the main support frame are not shown 
in FIGURE 5. FIGURE 5 illustrates in detail the main 
ner in which the roof portion 13 of the fiexible cover 
means 12 is folded downwardly over the main support 
frame 13. In addition, it illustrates the manner in which 
the floor portion 25 of the flexible cover means 2 is 
folded upwardly over the main support frame 3. FIG 
URE 5 further illustrates the outwardly extended col 
lapsed side wall portions 30 of the flexible cover means 
12. As shown in FIGURE 6, the side wall portions 30 
are foldable over upon the main support frame 13 and a 
strap or belt 31 is utilized to secure the entire collapsed 
structure for storage or transport purposes. This pro 
cedure may be reversed to place the collapsible tent shel 
ter into its expanded position. 

It is thus seen that a unique collapsible tent shelter is 
provided whereby a tent frame structure is utilized to 
stretch flexible cover means into a substantially rectangu 
lar shaped box-like enclosure which has adequate head 
room to accommodate guns, fishing equipment, and other 
types of sports equipment. In addition, a self-contained 
unit is provided requiring no auxiliary storage means. 
it will also be noted that all frame components perform 
functionally to stretch the flexible cover means into a shel 
ter. There is complete co-acting interrelationship found 
between all elements of the instant structure. No inde 
pendent components or additional means are necessary to 
lockably retain the shelter in its use position. Further 
more, it is not necessary to incorporate independent seat 
ing means into the structure inasmuch as the seat U-frame 
is already an integral part of the tent frame support as 
sembly. 
The modification of the invention shown in FIGURE 7 

operates in the same manner as the preferred embodi 
ment. To collapse the tent from the use position, the 
ends of the roof support U-frame 38 are urged upwardly 
past the "dead center” position at the juncture of link 
arms 36 and 37 and the ends of the roof support U-frame 
38 at point C. In response to the upper movement of 
link arm 37, the seat frame 33 is folded upwardly against 
the main support frame 32. The roof support U-frame 38 
is then folded downwardly upon the retracted seat frame 
32 to complete the collapsing operation. 

Various modifications of the invention may be made 
without departing from the principle thereof. Each of 
these modifications is to be considered as included in the 
hereinafter appended claims unless these claims by their 
language expressly provide otherwise. 

Having thus set forth the nature of my invention, I 
claim the following: 

1. In a collapsible tent shelter, the combination in 
cluding: a main unitary back support frame; flexible cover 
means in association with said back support frame, said 
flexible cover means adapted to form a shelter open at 
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oie end when in its use position; a seat U-frame pivotally 
attached to said back support frame, said seat U-frame 
adapted to pivotally collapse against said back support 
frame; a seat support U-frame pivotally connected at the 

5 ends of its legs to said seat U-frame and marginally se 
cured to said flexible cover means, said seat support U 
frame adapted to collapse against said back support frame; 
a roof support U-frame marginally connected to said flex 
ible cover means, said roof support U-frame adapted to 

10 coilapse against said back support frame; and pivotally 
expandable link arms connecting said main back support 
frame with said seat U-frame, said roof support U-frame, 
and said seat support U-frame to stretch said flexible cover 
imeans into a shelter open at one end, said link arms col 

15 lapsible against said back support frame. 
2. In a collapsible tent shelter, the combination in 

cluding: a main back support frame; flexible cover means 
in stretched association with said back support frame, 
said flexible cover means adapted to form a shelter having 

20 a floor portion, side-walls, a back wall, and a roof por 
tion; a seat U-frame pivotally attached to said back sup 
port frame, said seat U-frame adapted to pivotally col 
lapse against said back support frame when not in use; 
a seat Support J-frame marginally connected to the floor 

25 portion of said flexible cover means, said seat support 
U-farine pivotally connected at the ends of its legs to the 
corner portions of said seat U-frame so as to provide sup 
port for said seat U-frame; a roof support U-frame mar 
ginally connected to the roof portion of said flexible cover 

30 means, said roof support U-frame adapted to collapse 
against said back Support frame when not in use; roof 
support U-frame link arms pivotally connecting the ends 
of the legs of said roof support U-frame to said main 
back support frame and to said seat U-frame so as to 

35 provide lockable support for said flexible cover means, 
said roof Support link arms adapted to pivotally collapse 
against said back support frame; and seat support U-frame 
link arms pivotally connecting said seat support U-frame 
with said back support frame, said seat support U-frame 

40 link arms adapted to pivotally collapse against said back 
Support frame. 

3. In a collapsible tent shelter, the combination in 
cluding: a substantially rectangular tubular main frame; 
flexible cover means in association with said tubular main 

45 frame, said flexible cover means adapted to be stretched 
into a tent shelter having a roof portion, vertical side 
waiis, a rear wail, and a floor portion; a tubular seat 
U-frame pivotally connected at the ends of its legs to the 
tubular main frame; a tubular seat support U-frame mar 

50 ginally attached to said floor portion of said flexible cover 
means, said seat support U-frame pivotally connected at 
the ends of its legs to the corner portions of the seat 
U-frame; a tubular roof support U-frame marginally 
attached to said roof portion of said flexible cover means, 

55 said roof support U-frame having downwardly depend 
ing legs; pivotally expandable arms interconnecting said 
main frame with said tubular seat J-frame, said tubular 
seat Support U-frame and said tubular roof support U 
frame so as to stretch said flexible cover means into a 

60 tent shelter, said tubular seat U-frame, said tubular seat 
Support U-frame, said tubular roof support U-frame, and 
Said link arms being selectively collapsible within the 
outer periphery of said tubular main frame so as to per 
mit selective folding of the flexible cover means there 

65 around. 
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